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Why a new flowmeter from Bürkert



Rayleigh Wave
First explained in 1885 by Lord Rayleigh



FLOWave-Technology
Flow measurement with FLOWave – SAW
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Technology : SAW propagation



Angle of the compressional Wave



Density factor

● What is it ?

It is the temperature compensated speed of sound in the liquid. 

This is a constant value per each type of liquid.

The density factor is relative to the value for water which is defined to be 1. 

Liquids with lower density than water have a value < 1, 

liquids with higher viscosity have a value > 1. 

The valid range is between 0 and 1.3.

E.g. the density factor area for ketchup is 

1.1 to 1.3, the one for water 0.95 to 1.05



Acoustic transmission factor (ATF)

What is it ?
The acoustic transmission factor (in %) is based on the amplitude changes of the different 
signals travelling through the liquid. 
The amplitude for water without gas bubbles at 20°C is referenced to an acoustic 
transmission factor of 100%.

What should be achieved with it  / added value for the users ?
Detection of gas bubbles or solid parts or viscosity and their quantity trend in a liquid. 
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FLOWave is more than just a flowmeter

Thema

FLOWave today:
* Volume Flow in conductive and non conductive liquids
* Flow speed
* Volume totalizer absolute — in both directions
* Temperature
* Density factor
* Acustic transmission Factor; 
* Empty pipe detection

FLOWave in the future:
* Real Density
* Mass Flow
* Fat
* Alcohol
* Brix



Questions?

Flow measurement with FLOWave



We make ideas flow.

Thank you!
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